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Thump 
• The public’s house price expectations have crashed back down to earth, although a small majority still expect 

prices to rise over the coming 12 months.   

• The silver lining is a small bounce in buyer sentiment, but most still reckon it’s a bad time to buy. 

• There’s a bow-wave of mortgage rate re-fixing approaching, but households can at least see it coming. A net 81% 

of respondents expect interest rates to keep rising over the coming 12-months – a 26-year high. 

Summary 
Thump. That’s the sound of kiwis’ house price expectations crashing back down to earth. We’d openly fretted about 

house price overconfidence last year, but the abrupt turning of the housing cycle has put paid to all of that. The 

percentage of kiwis expecting house prices to keep rising over the coming 12 months has slumped to a net 11% 

expecting them to rise, a big fall from last quarter’s 49%.  

Still, the surprise if anything is that they didn’t fall further. House prices have already fallen around 5% from their 

November peaks, and we reckon the slow leak of pressure out of the housing market has got at least another 12 

months to run. As discussed in our flagship Home Economics publication, three big housing nasties – higher mortgage 

rates, tighter credit conditions, and increased supply – are now all in play and look set to stick around.  

The silver lining in our April survey was a small bounce in buyer sentiment. Respondents still overwhelmingly reckon 

it’s a bad time to buy a house, it’s just not as bad as it was last quarter. We think this is the first signs of improving 

affordability coming through. Sure, it’s a drop in the ocean. But between falling house prices and accelerating wage 

growth we should see affordability metrics continue to improve (or become less bad) this year. 

There’s been plenty of chatter about this year’s looming mortgage refixing bulge. The results of our survey at least 

suggest most households can see it coming. A net 81% of those surveyed expect interest rates to keep rising over the 

coming 12 months – a fresh 26-year high.  

 

ASB Housing Confidence Survey 

Net percent who believe

(3 months to April 2022) …

Good time to

buy a house

House prices

will  increase

Interest rates

will  increase

Auckland -15% 15% 77%

Rest of North Island -21% 8% 83%

Canterbury -29% 11% 80%

Rest of South Island -21% 7% 82%

TOTAL NZ -20% 11% 81%

Compare 3 months to January 2022 -28% 49% 77%

Source: Camorra

mailto:mike.jones@asb.co.nz
https://www.asb.co.nz/content/dam/asb/documents/reports/housing-confidence/housing-confidence-oct_2021.pdf
https://www.asb.co.nz/content/dam/asb/documents/reports/home-economics/home-economics-April%202022.pdf
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Price Expectations: Thump  
Thump. That’s the sound of kiwi’s house price expectations 

crashing back down to earth.   

In the three months to April, the percentage of respondents 

expecting house prices to rise over the coming 12 months 

slumped to a net 11% (38% expecting prices to increase, 27% 

expecting them to decrease, 26% stay the same, 9% don’t 

know). That’s down 38 percentage points from last quarter – 

the biggest decline in two years. 

Yes, it’s a big fall. But the surprise, if anything, is that net 

housing confidence expectations are still positive. We expect at 

least another 12 months of falling house prices. During the last 

decent house price shakeout in 2008, housing confidence 

plumbed lows around -50%. 

Amongst the regions, South Islanders (ex-Canterbury) experienced the largest loss of house price confidence, to now 

be the most down-beat in the country at a net 7% expecting house prices to rise. At the more ‘glass half full’ end of 

the spectrum, Cantabrians experienced the smallest fall (of -30% percentage points). This accords with our own house 

price forecasts for Canterbury. House prices in Canterbury became less stretched during the upswing and hence 

should experience smaller falls.   

Buying Sentiment: Silver lining   
It’s still far from a happy hunting ground for would-be home 

buyers. Just 9% of those surveyed say it is currently a good time 

to buy a house, compared to 29% suggesting it’s a bad time 

(51% say neither and 10% don’t know). 

This net 20% of folk saying it’s a bad time to buy is amongst the 

lowest buyer sentiment readings of the past 15 years.  

The one saving grace is that it is not as bad as last quarter. This 

is the silver lining of falling house prices: affordability is 

improving (or, more technically, becoming less bad). It certainly 

needed to. What’s more, if our views our roughly correct, 

affordability should keep improving for at least the next 12 

months as house prices pull-back and wage growth 

accelerates.  

Rate Expectations: Air getting thin  
There’s been plenty of chatter about this year’s looming 

mortgage refixing bulge. About 60% of all mortgage rates will 

be reset onto much higher rates over the coming 12 months. 

That’s a lot of ‘sticker shock’.  

The results of our survey at least suggest most households can 

see it coming. A full 83% of surveyed respondents expect 

interest rates to keep rising over the coming 12 months, with 

just 2% expecting them to decrease. This net 81% expecting 
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higher rates marks a fresh 26-year high in the history of our survey (+77% last quarter).  

This begs the question as to whether interest rate expectations can go any higher? After all, history shows (chart 

above) that they don’t normally stick up around these sorts of highs for very long.   

We don’t think it will be too much longer before, particularly longer-term, fixed mortgage rates start to plateau. Yes, 

the RBNZ still has plenty of work to do to slay the inflation dragon with higher interest rates. But markets have already 

largely anticipated this and priced it in. Assuming the RBNZ continues to deliver on these expectations, we doubt 

there’s much farther for long-term rates to rise.  

This doesn’t mean we’ll see any immediate relief for house prices though. As discussed in Home Economics, 

headwinds still abound. We expect a 9% fall in national house prices over 2022 with falls continuing into the early part 

of 2023. All told it’s around a 12% peak-to-trough decline. We don’t expect a house price inflation recovery to kick in 

until the second half of 2023. 

For more commentary on the housing market and on home loan rates go to the following online ASB reports: 

• Home Economics 

• Home Loan Rates 

• Weekly Economic Reports 
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Disclaimer 

This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial 
situation, or needs. Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the 
information, having regard to your objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.   

We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, 
based on the information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or 
provided as to accuracy, reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations 
set forth in this document are subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations 
expressed elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this 
document. Neither ASB nor any person involved in the preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of 
the use of all or any part of this document.   

Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to 
contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or 
warrant that any of these valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.   
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